Pinterest

Extra Credit Activity

Directions: Create a Pinterest Board for world history and a blog to accompany it! Here’s what you’ll
need:
____1. Create a World History Pinterest Board.
____2. Design a creative cover to go along with it.
____3. Email me a link to the board so that I can follow it. My email address:
______________________________________________________
____4. For each unit, pin at least five articles or current events that relate to the topics under
discussion.
____5. For each unit, write a blog post explaining how each pin relates and why you chose it.
____6. Include at least one picture in your blog post so that you can pin it, too.

Here is how you will be scored:

Category

4

3

2

1

Pins

There are five
pins for the unit,
plus one pin to
your Blog Post

There are four
pins for the unit.
plus one pin to
your blog post.

There are three
pins for the unit,
plus one pin to
your blog post.

There are fewer
than three pins
for the unit and/or
no pin to your blog
post.

Pictures

The pinned
pictures (and blog
picture) are
relevant to the
unit and the pin.

The pinned
pictures (and blog
picture) are mostly
relevant to the
unit and the pin.

The pinned
pictures (and blog
picture) are
somewhat relevant
to the unit and
the pin.

The pinned
pictures (and blog
picture) are not
relevant to the
unit and the pin.

Content

The content of
each pin clearly
relates to the
unit.

The content of
each pin relates to
the unit.

The content of
each pin somewhat
relates to the
unit.

The content of
each pin does not
relate to the unit.

Blog Post

The blog post is
well-written and
clearly explains how
the pins relate to
the unit.

The blog post is
well-written and
explains how the
pins relate to the
unit.

The blog post
explains how the
pins relate to the
unit.

The blog post does
not explain how
the pins relate to
the unit.

Quality

Taken as a whole,
your pins and blog
post communicate
important
information about
the unit.

Taken as a whole,
your pins and blog
post communicate
information about
the unit.

Taken as a whole,
your pins and blog
post generally
communicate
information about
the unit.

Taken as a whole,
your pins and blog
post generally do
not communicate
information about
the unit.

Earn up to 20 extra points for each unit!!!!
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Pinterest

Extra Credit Activity

If you don’t already have a Pinterest account, go to
pinterest.com to open one. Create one board for this class
only.
Go to blogspot.com to start a blog. Be sure to create one
post for each unit. The content should be related to this
course and school-appropriate.
If you have any questions, please email me at
_______________________________________
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Parent/ Guardian

I give my student permission to use Pinterest and Blogger for World History Class.

_______________________ _________________________ _________
Name

Signature

Date

Student

I will use my Pinterest Board and Blog for World History Class purposes only, and
will not post inappropriate content.

_______________________ _________________________ _________
Name

Signature

Date

